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Abstract

In spite of motor output variability and the delay in the

sensori-motor, humans routinely perform intrinsically un-

stable tasks. The hybrid IDM/impedance learning con-

troller presented in this paper enables skilful performance

in strong stable and unstable environments. It consid-

ers motor output variability identi�ed from experimen-

tal data, and contains two modules concurrently learning

the endpoint force and impedance adapted to the envi-

ronment. The simulations suggest how humans learn to

skillfully perform intrinsically unstable tasks. Testable

predictions are proposed.

1 Introduction

Problems arising when designing the control of a
robot give precious information about the problems
encountered by the CNS to control the limbs. How-
ever, the neuro-mechanical system of the human arm
di�ers clearly from the robot hardware, in particular
in the following two aspects:

1. The CNS cannot use feedback to stabilize arm

movements ; Neural feedback, whether operating
through involuntary (reex) or voluntary com-
mands to our muscles, acts only with a delay
of at least 60 ms [1]. In free movements, sta-
bility is insured by the muscle elastic property:
when the hand is slightly disturbed it tends to
return to the undisturbed trajectory [2, 3, 4, 5].
However, it is not clear how humans are able
to perform stable movements in unstable envi-
ronments characterized by negative impedance
stronger than the arm impedance measured dur-
ing free movements.
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Figure 1: Variability in horizontal free arm movements
measured in [7]. A: Ten movements performed in a null
force �eld environment (NF). The coordinates are taken
relative to the shoulder. B: Inter-trials variability identi-
�ed from the movements of A.

2. There is a large inter-trial variability in human

movements. The movements of robots are usu-
ally fairly reproducible with 0-mean noise when
averaged over time [6], so that the trajectory re-
mains around the planned trajectory. In con-
trast, when humans repeat point-to-point arm
movements, most trials remain on either side of
the mean trajectory. For example, in Fig.1A,
most trials are either on the left or on the right
of the straight line joining the start to the target
and corresponding to the mean trajectory.

Engineers would doubt that a machine with such
delayed feedback and motion variability is able to
perform stable movements. Instability will amplify
motor output variability and can lead to unsuccessful
movements diverging in an unpredictable way from
the planned trajectory. However, humans routinely
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perform intrinsically unstable tasks when using tools.
When we lift a weight overhead the gravity will tend
to let this weight fall to one side or the other. Sim-
ilarly, material irregularities may perturb the chisel
of a novice sculptor to the right or to the left of the
intended path, yet an experienced artist has learned
to skillfully compensate for such instability.

Previous work on learning in novel dynamic envi-
ronments has shown that subjects learn an Internal
Dynamic Model (IDM) of the task [8, 9, 10, 11]. The
dynamics investigated in these studies all produced
stable interactions between the arm and the environ-
ment. However in the real world many interactions
are inherently unstable. [7] has observed how humans
learn to stabilize movements performed in strongly
unstable environments produced by a robotic inter-
face.

We have investigated how humans can achieve skil-
ful action in unstable dynamics by realizing a model
of the adaptation occurring when movements are
performed in arbitrary dynamics. In this paper we
will describe this model, analyze its performance for
movements repeated in typical stable and unstable
force �elds and formulate testable predictions.

[8, 9, 10] showed how the CNS can form an IDM
of dynamics inducing a stable interaction with the
arm. By repeating movements in unstable dynamics
it may be possible to form an IDM. However, it is
unlikely that this IDM could help in performing sta-
ble movements. Using the IDM to compensate for the
environment instability would require the current po-
sition and velocity during movement. However, the
signi�cant delay of the sensori-motor loop and the
unpredictability of motor output variability prevent
accurate estimation of the position and velocity.

Therefore, we assume that the CNS has two mod-
ules to learn an IDM and the endpoint impedance.
The CNS could modify the impedance at the end-
point of the arm to perform successful movements in
unstable environments. A central question is how the
CNS can coordinate the learning of an IDM and the
learning of endpoint impedance. An error relative
to the planned trajectory could require modi�cation
of either the IDM or the endpoint impedance, and
it is not clear to which subsystem this error should
be attributed. To control the concurrent learning of
IDM and impedance, the hybrid controller analyzes
how previous modi�cations a�ect the current control
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Figure 2: Control scheme of the neuro-mechanical con-
trol of human movements corresponding to Eq 5. Both
the IDM and endpoint impedance are adapted to the task
dynamics and the environment.

performance.
Algorithms to learn an IDM have been extensively

investigated by the neural networks and control the-
ory communities [12, 6], and successful robotic im-
plementations have demonstrated the eÆciency of
these algorithms [6, 13]. In contrast, we found only
a very few papers addressing impedance learning
[14, 15, 16] and only one hybrid IDM/Impedance con-
troller [17, 18] ([19, 20, 21] use the impedance control
formulation to learn an IDM resulting in compliant
motions). [14, 15, 16] use neural networks to learn
optimal impedance and provide simulations showing
smooth control in contact tasks and for [16] smooth
transition from free movement to contact. [17, 18]
modeled the control of the human arm using a Jordan
type recursive neural network to input a Hill muscle
model. However the very long learning phase and the
too high reexive components do not correspond to
real experiments. To our knowledge, we present here
the �rst controller able to stabilize unstable dynam-
ics and considering a large motor output variability,
similar to common human tasks.

2 Motor Control Model

During movements, the muscles have to produce force
(denominated here by MUSCLE) corresponding to
the arm dynamics (ARM) and to counteract environ-
mental forces (FORCE). In equation form this gives:

MUSCLE = ARM� FORCE ; (1)

where all these terms are expressed in the Cartesian
space. The mechanical impedance, de�ned as the re-
sistance to in�nitesimal perturbations of the hand, is
characterizing motion stability. Assuming that MUS-
CLE is a function of the position, velocity and acti-
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vation u, the force due to muscle impedance is equal
to:

IMP = J(q)�T (K (qp � q) + D ( _qp � _q)) ; (2)

where J(q) is the Jacobian of transformation between
joint and Cartesian coordinates. qp and q correspond
to the planned and realized trajectories expressed in
shoulder and elbow angles coordinates. K and D are
the arm sti�ness and damping expressed in the same
coordinates:

K =
d�

dq
+

d�

du

du

dq
; D =

d�

d _q
+

d�

du

du

d _q
: (3)

Note that K and D include both intrinsic and reex-
ive components [22]. Equ. 2 corresponds to the lin-
ear term of MUSCLE when this function is linearized
around the planned trajectory qp. MUSCLE - IMP
is thus a function of this planned trajectory. We sup-
pose that this function corresponds to the IDM of
the task plus motor output variability modifying this
planned dynamics, therefore:

MUSCLE = IDM+NOISE + IMP: (4)

Combining Eqs 1 and 4 gives the control equation of
the arm interacting with the environment:

IDM +NOISE + IMP = ARM� FORCE: (5)

Fig.2 shows the control scheme corresponding to this
equation. We observe that this scheme is similar to a
nonlinear robot controller, with the IDM correspond-
ing to a feedforward term and the IMP to linear feed-
back. However, IMP corresponds rather to intrinsic
muscle properties than to neural feedback.

2.1 Identi�cation of Variability

The "NOISE" in Eq 5 corresponds to motor output
variability. We will identify this variability using ex-
perimental data of movements performed in a null

force �eld (NF) environment [7]. We assume that
motor output variability is 0 in mean over the tri-
als, and that movements have the same motor output
variability in all conditions. Therefore we can extract
the variability from 50 force free or null force �eld

(NF) trials (10 of which are plotted in Fig.1A) and
use this variability to model movements performed in
other force �elds.
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Figure 3: Stable and unstable movements. A: Perturba-
tions exerted during movements in the VF without motor
output variability. After every perturbation the trajec-
tory tends to the undisturbed trajectory, thus the system
of the arm interacting with the VF is stable. B: Before-
e�ects in the VF, i.e. movements performed in the VF
without learning. Most trajectories remain close to the
planned trajectory, providing evidence that the arm inter-
acting with the VF is stable. In contrast to the criterion
of A, this criterion can also be used to show the stability
of movements in real experiments with human subjects.
C: Before-e�ects in the DF showing divergent thus un-
stable motions. The force �eld is shut down when the
trajectory diverges from more that 0.03 m from the mean
trajectory.

The arm model we use in this paper is a double
pendulum with limbs of length (0.33, 0.34) m, center
of mass (0.17, 0.19) m, mass (1.93, 1.52) kg and mo-
ment of inertia (0.0141, 0.0188) kg m2 for the upper
and lower arm respectively. The equation of the arm
dynamics can be found in [5].

Supposing that all 50 trials use the same planned
trajectory, we �rst identify this planned trajectory
using the mean of Eq 5 over these 50 trials. We then
use the same equation to identify the variability in
every of the 50 trials (Fig.1B). We see that the vari-
ability increases with movement speed [23]. Further-
more the planned trajectory as de�ned by Eq 2 is
superimposed on the mean trajectory (Fig.1A).
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2.2 Stable and Unstable Interactions

To investigate learning of stable dynamics, we sim-
ulate movements in a velocity dependent force �eld

(VF) similar to previous studies [8]. The force (in N)
exerted on the hand is computed as a linear function
of the hand speed ( _x; _y) (m/s):

FORCE =

�
18 �18
18 18

��
_x
_y

�
: (6)

The system of the arm interacting with the environ-
ment is stable when it is possible to make consecutive
trials remain within an arbitrary small neighborhood
by restricting the initial conditions to a correspond-
ingly small neighborhood. Otherwise it is unstable.
This corresponds to the de�nition of Lyapunov sta-
bility [24]. To test the stability of movements in the
VF, we applied perturbations of small amplitude and
duration during trajectories without noise (Fig.3A).
If the system of the arm interacting with the envi-
ronment is stable, the trajectory will return to the
undisturbed trajectory after every perturbation. If
the system is unstable the trajectory will diverge for
some perturbation. According to this criterion the
interaction with the VF is stable, as we can see in
Fig.3A.
The above de�nition cannot be applied directly

to experimental data due to motor output variabil-
ity. However, when consecutive movements have very
similar trajectories in spite of such variability, this
strongly advocates for the stability of the arm inter-
acting with the environment. Therefore, the trajec-
tories with motor output variability performed in the
VF of Fig.3B constitute strong evidence of stability.
On the other hand it is obvious that diverging tra-

jectories correspond to an unstable system. In the
divergent force �eld (DF) a force proportional to the
distance from the planned trajectory is exerted on
the hand during movement:

FORCE =

�
450x
0

�
: (7)

We can observe the unstable trajectories resulting
from the interaction with the DF in Fig.3C. To avoid
trajectories converging to in�nity (virtually braking
the arm!) the force �eld was shut down when the
movement departed a 0.03 m safety zone around the
planned trajectory.

3 Learning Algorithm

3.1 IDM Learning

Reforming Eq 5 and assuming that NOISE = 0, we
have

IMP = (ARM� FORCE)� IDM ; (8)

meaning that the impedance corresponds to the tasks
dynamics (ARM - FORCE) not contained in the
IDM. Therefore, IMP can be used as a teacher to
learn novel dynamics in a supervised way. This ap-
proach has been used by [25, 26] and many others to
learn the arm dynamics during movements, and fur-
ther correspond to algorithms from nonlinear adap-
tive control successfully implemented on robots [6].
As our experiment will involve only a single move-

ment, the IDM recorded along this movement can be
memorized (as a function of time) in a look-up-table,
corresponding to iterative learning control [27, 6].
We are currently developing a version of the hybrid
IDM/Impedance controller based on a similar learn-
ing principle and valid in the whole workspace. To
update the IDM, we use an iterative learning law
modi�ed from [6]:

IDM(i+1) = IDM(i)+� IMP(i)+�(i) IMP(i) ; (9)

where i is the trial number and IMP(i) is the
mean impedance over the previous trials. The term
�(i) IMP, with a large but fast decreasing learning
factor �(i), ensures fast learning of novel dynamics.
A potential problem is that this term brings motor
output variability to the IDM. In the case of stable
interactions the corresponding error will be bounded
and have small amplitude. In the case of unstable
interactions, however, this variability may be ampli-
�ed, as in the DF, and lead to divergent trajectories.
To prevent this we require that the �(i) decreases
fast. The � IMP term, with a small constant �, �l-
ters motor output variability and insures that in the
long term the mean dynamics will be compensated
for by the IDM.

3.2 Impedance Learning

When the interaction with the environment is stable,
the movement dynamics are reproducible and can be
learned and well compensated for by the IDM, so the
impedance term will soon become small due to IDM
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learning. When the motor output variability is high,
the IDM learns to compensate for the mean dynam-
ics, but cannot deal with unexpected variations of
the motor command. Therefore the impedance has
to be modi�ed at the endpoint of the arm to make
the control robust to motor output variability.
In this paper, we assume for simplicity that sti�-

ness and damping matrices K and D are constant
along the movement, although we have found similar
results with time dependent impedance. We further
assume that D = K=5.
The impedance learning algorithm is based on the

observed behavior [7] that impedance increases to
compensate for destabilization from the environment.
Let the sti�ness K be composed of two parts:

K = KIDM +KS(i) : (10)

KIDM depends on the IDM, i.e. on the force to
move the arm along the planned trajectory and on
the force produced to compensate for the mean of
external forces over the trials. For simplicity, we as-
sume here that KIDM is constant during the motion
and equal to [40 20; 20 30] N m. KS(i) is learned to
prevent destabilization from the environment. After
every trial, the sti�ness �K(i) to counteract desta-
bilizing environmental forces can be identi�ed using

FORCE(i)� FORCE(i) = �K(i) e(i) ; (11)

where e(i) = qp � q is the tracking error in i-th trial
and FORCE(i) is the mean endpoint force over the
trials. �K(i) is corrupted by motor output variabil-
ity. We prevent this variability from entering KS by
using the mean �K(i) over the trials and by learning
KS progressively: KS(i) is updated according to:

KS(i+ 1) = (1� �)KS(i) + ��K(i) ; (12)

where 1 > � > 0 is the learning factor. The force sig-
nal can be measured directly or be identi�ed from the
addition of the IDM and the impedance terms (�g.2).
In the biological perspective, the tracking error emay
be obtained from kinesthetic information provided by
muscles spindles and the FORCE by Golgi tendons
organs.

3.3 IDM-Impedance Coordination

The proposed learning algorithm is as followed. We
assume that the arm has already learned the IDM for
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Figure 4: Evolution of trajectories during learning a sta-
ble interaction (VF) and an unstable interaction (DF).

movement in a null �eld environment. When the dy-
namics of the environment is changed and the actual
movement deviates from the planned movement, this
constitutes a surprise. The IDM learning is then ac-
tivated to compensate for the new dynamics. In the
consecutive trials, if the IDM learning is the correct
strategy, the movement error will decrease. When
the IDM learning doesn't reduce the error after sev-
eral trials, this indicates that this strategy is not suf-
�cient and the impedance learning will be activated.

In the simulation, the IDM is activated based on
two indicators. They are the absolute error ae and
the gradient of the least square �t of the absolute er-
ror g, both computed over the last �ve trials. IDM
learning is activated whenever ae > Æae and g > Æg ,
where Æae AND Æg are some positive constants. Æae
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and Æg are chosen such that this condition indicates
that the tracking error is deteriorating. This condi-
tion is usually met when the movement is performed
in a new dynamic environment which di�ers signif-
icantly from prior environment. If this condition is
met six times in the last ten trials, the hybrid con-
troller concludes that the IDM learning has not been
successful, and it activates the impedance learning.
Next section will show that this simple coordination
strategy succeeds in learning stable and unstable dy-
namics.

4 Simulation Results

The experiment consists of learning the horizontal
point-to-point movement of Fig.1A in the VF and
DF de�ned by Eqs 6 and 7 respectively. The planned
trajectory and the motor output variability were ob-
tained from real data, by assuming that the variabil-
ity is zero in mean over the trials (subsection 2.1).
The IDM was initialized with the inverse dynam-
ics to drive the arm along the planned trajectory.
IDM learning used the learning factors � = 0:03
and �(i) = 0:8=i, and the impedance learning fac-
tor was � = 0:03. The thresholds to coordinate
these two kinds of learning were Æae = 0:001m2 and
Æg = 0:0007m2=trial.
We analyze the learning using the absolute errorZ T

0

jx(t)j j _y(t)j dt (13)

corresponding to the area between the actual move-
ment and the planned path, and the signed errorZ T

0

x(t) j _y(t)j dt ; (14)

indicating the mean direction in which the path
deviates from the planned path. The termination
time T is determined using a curvature threshold of
0.07 m�1.
We see in Fig.5 that in the VF the error decreases

quickly and monotonously during learning. The after
e�ects, movements performed after learning when the
force �eld is cancelled, are about symmetric to the
before e�ects (BE) or movements performed in the
force �eld before, i.e. without learning. The absolute
error also decreases in the DF, but the signed error

LearningBENF AE

absolute error

signed error

signed error

absolute error

LearningBENF AE

DF

VF

Figure 5: Evolution of path error during learning a stable
interaction (the VF) and an unstable interaction (DF).
NF stands for null �elds movements, BE for before ef-
fects and AE for after e�ects, movements performed after
learning when the force �eld is unexpectedly removed.

remains in mean close to zero. The after e�ects have
very small error and the signed error is not symmetric
to the error for the before e�ects. This indicates that
the hybrid controller uses distinct strategies to learn
in stable and unstable dynamics.

Fig.4 shows the ten initial trials, and ten trials
performed after learning and in after-e�ects. In the
VF, the trajectories, initially deformed to the left by
the force �eld, converge rapidly to the straight path.
Movements after learning are similar to NF move-
ments, and after-e�ects are right from the straight
line, corresponding to the inverse of the VF dynam-
ics. This suggests that compensation for the VF is
performed by the IDM. Fig.6 con�rms that the IDM
corresponds closely to the tasks dynamics.

Initial movements performed in the DF diverge
widely to the left or to the right and are thus unsta-
ble. However, with learning the movements become
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Figure 6: Internal Dynamic Model (IDM) learned dur-
ing learning. Relative to the feedforward torque in the
VF, the one in DF is of a small magnitude. The IDM
learned in the VF (solid line) corresponds closely to the
task dynamics in the VF (dashed line).

stable and similar to NF movements. After-e�ects
are characterized by trajectories signi�cantly closer
to the straight line than NF movements, suggesting
that the DF is not compensated for by the IDM. We
observe in Fig.6 that in the DF the increase of IDM
is negligible after learning.

How does the hybrid controller compensate for the
DF? We can observe the modi�cation of sti�ness dur-
ing learning the DF in Fig.7. While endpoint sti�ness
does not increase parallel to the movement and in
the non-diagonal terms, sti�ness increases gradually
in a direction normal to the movement, to counter-
act destabilization from the DF. The sti�ness ellipse,
showing the force corresponding to a unit displace-
ment, is gradually elongated in the direction of in-
stability during learning. We note that arm sti�ness
is increased such that in the DF the total sti�ness of
the environment and the arm becomes similar to NF
movements.

5 Discussion

The fact that dea�erented primates can perform
point-to-point well suggests that neural feedback is
not necessary to control motion [28, 29]. This result
was interpreted in mainly two di�erent ways:
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Figure 7: Evolution of sti�ness during learning the DF.
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Kx(2,2) remain constant. B: The e�ect of this evolution
on the sti�ness is seen by an elongation of the ellipse in the
direction of the destabilizing force from the environment.

1. Kawato concluded that the CNS uses an IDM
to compensate for the task dynamics. SuÆcient
evidence is now supporting this hypothesis [8, 9,
10, 11], but this does not explain how unstable
tasks can be performed successfully.

2. Bizzi, Hogan and others concluded that move-
ments are just planned kinematically and mus-
cle impedance ensures that the arm moves along
the planned trajectory, similar to the PD con-
trol strategy used by most industrial robots.
Hogan further proposed that humans can vol-
untary control the impedance at the endpoint
of their limbs to perform skillful movements
[30]. However, measurement of impedance dur-
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ing movement [5] suggested that if the CNS had
to rely entirely on impedance to generate mo-
tions it would have to plan geometrically very
complex trajectories in order to realize (geomet-
rically very simple) point-to-point movements.
Therefore [5] concluded that this control strat-
egy is not plausible.

As a kind of synthesis of these two hypotheses, we
propose that the CNS uses both IDM and Impedance
learning to perform tasks in interaction with the envi-
ronment. The hybrid IDM/Impedance learning con-
troller introduced in this paper demonstrates the fea-
sibility of this strategy. The simulations showed that
this controller is able to perform well in stable and un-
stable dynamics. The hybrid IDM/Impedance con-
troller combines fast IDM learning, leading to com-
pensation of stable dynamics in only a very few trials,
with slow impedance learning counteracting the e�ect
of destabilizing dynamics.
While strong stability statements obviously require

a theoretical analysis, the simulations performed in
the VF and DF suggest that this controller is robust
to a very high level of motor output variability and
strong instability similar to the dynamics encoun-
tered in common tasks. We will extend this model by
examining how muscles can produce endpoint force
and impedance adapted to the dynamic environment,
and by simulating simultaneous learning of several
movements performed in the whole workspace.
Model's predictions can be tested in experiments

measuring arm movements of human subjects in force
�elds produced by a robotic interface [7]. These pre-
dictions are:

� Motion stability in unstable environments is en-
sured by impedance learning.

� Impedance learning only takes place in environ-
ments producing an unstable interaction with
the arm, while the Internal Dynamic Model
learning is suÆcient to compensate for stable dy-
namics.

� In stable interactions with the environment,
the learning will be characterized by a fast,
monotonous decrease of signed error relative to
the planned or mean trajectory, and modi�ca-
tions of the IDM correlated with the novel dy-
namics.

� Learning unstable interactions is characterized
by a non-monotonous decrease of signed error,
and modi�cations of sti�ness corresponding to
the destabilization from the environment: If the
environment is unstable in one direction only
impedance will be increased speci�cally in this
direction.

What is the ultimate goal of motor adaptation? In
the algorithms of both the IDM and Impedance learn-
ing, muscle activation was modi�ed to compensate
exactly for external dynamics. This suggests that the
goal of motor learning would be to enable the CNS to
neglect the external inuence, i.e. to make that the
arm can move as if no force �eld was present. With
motor adaptation, the CNS would not need to modify
the hand-eye coordination or other complex sensori-
motor coordination processes requiring a high level
of computation and a very long learning. In analogy
to physics laws arising from the invariance of some
transformation, like the laws of special relativity con-
structed to be invariant under Lorentz transforma-
tions, the CNS would use a control strategy that is
invariant under transformations of the dynamic envi-
ronment.
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